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ABSTRACT

The Eurasian Griffon population in Croatia declined during most of 
the 20th century. Here the results related to the population trend and re-
production parameters and phenomena called colony shifting based on 
a 40-year research (1981 – 2021) are presented. The population declined 
from about 110-150 pairs in 10 colonies in 1981 to 78-95 pairs in 6 colo-
nies in 1999, and subsequently increased to 141-150 pairs in 6 colonies 
in 2013. Since 1999, there have been no Griffons nesting in Paklenica, 
and it is possible that they all shifted to Kvarner, where 13% increase 
was recorded in 2000. In 2021, the total number was about 120 pairs on 
5 islands: Cres, Plavnik, Krk, Prvić and Pag. Population density was es-
timated at 32.5 adult individuals/100 km2 and 13.75 breeding pairs/100 
km2. Detailed population surveys were conducted during 15 years (2000 
– 2014) to document cliffs’ saturation/occupancy, inter- and intra-colony 
nest movements, and for 10 years, to calculate reproductive parameters: 
breeding success Bs = 0.60 ± 0.059 and productivity Pd = 0.55 ± 0.054. The 
nest site occupation was very low (M = 15.05%), implying that carrying 
capacity was not determined by cliff availability, and population is still 
far from saturation level. Six Kvarner islands’ colonies are functionally 
one single colony with many nest-clusters on the same or on different 
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islands, annually pulsating with numbers of active nests on cliffs and 
regularly shifting from cliff to cliff and back.

Keywords: population status, reproductive parameters, coloniality, 
nest-site movements, vultures. 

INTRODUCTION

The Eurasian Griffon (shorter name: Griffon) (Gyps fulvus) is a colonial, cliff-
nesting raptor specializing in feeding on mammals’ carcasses (Johnson et al. 
2006) distributed all over the western Palearctic, from the Mediterranean coun-
tries to India and Central Asia, and the north of Africa (Orta 1994, Birdlife 
International 2017, Botha et al. 2017, Dobrev et al. 2021). It has a long lifespan, 
delayed maturity, and low reproductive rates (Cramp & Simmons 1980, Fer-
guson - Lees & Christie 2001, García-Ripollés et al. 2011). The core range of 
the species in Europe is in the Mediterranean region, including several island 
populations: Sardinia and Sicily in Italy, Crete and Naxos in Greece, Cyprus, 
Mallorca in Spain, and Kvarner Archipelago in Croatia (Botha et al. 2017). The 
population in Europe is significantly increasing mainly due to the implemen-
tation of conservation measures (Botha et al. 2017), and has been estimated 
at 32,400 - 34,400 pairs (Birdlife International 2017), with more than 90% 
of them in Spain (Del Moral & Molina 2018). Recent estimation for Balkan 
countries analysed the change in its population size and range between 1980 
and 2019 (Dobrev et al. 2021). After a major historical decline, the Griffon popu-
lation slightly increased in the last 39 years and reached 445-565 pairs in 2019. 
There was a gradual increase in the Griffon subpopulations in Serbia, Bulgaria, 
and Croatia and steep-to-moderate decline in the species subpopulations in 
Greece and North Macedonia. The species range contracted to half of its former 
range in the same period (Dobrev et al. 2021).

Distribution and threats in Croatia

The Eurasian Griffon was once a widespread and common species in Croa-
tia, nesting in continental part near the rivers Sava and Dunav (on trees, in the 
nests of Black vultures Aegypius monachus and/or White-tailed Eagles Haliaeetus 
albicilla), recorded at altogether 30 breeding localities (Sušić 2013a). It was dis-
tributed along the mainland coast from Istria to Dubrovnik (at the beginning of 
the 1980s, there were colonies in the Zrmanja, Krnjeza and Krka River canyons, 
on the Učka, Velebit, Biokovo and Mosor mountains, as well as on the mountains 
near Dubrovnik), as well as on 11 Adriatic islands (on Cres, Lošinj, Plavnik, Krk, 
Prvić, Rab, Sv. Grgur, Goli, Pag, Dugi otok and Brač). Its population has been 
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declining during the most of the 20th century, and today the Griffon in Croatia 
breeds only on five islands in the Kvarner Archipelago, in north Adriatic (Cres, 
Plavnik, Krk, Prvić and Pag) (Sušić 2013a). Recent data on an isolated Griffon 
nest close to Senj (Döldmayr 2003) proved to be the outcome of a wrong 
determination, i.e. the author saw the nest of the Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaetos 
(pers.observ.). 

The main threats to the Griffon population in Croatia include the use of poi-
sons (mainly for the eradication of large carnivores), food shortage (the loss of 
traditional farming practices), veterinary and public health measures (which 
require the incineration or burying dead livestock), electrocution, direct perse-
cution and recently windfarms (Sušić 2013a). As the Griffon in Croatia breeds 
on island cliffs, sometimes less than 10m above the sea level (7m, e.g., Schwam-
mer 1988, or 8m, e.g., Perco et al. 1983), disturbance by growing recreational 
tourist activities (tourist boats intentionally approaching too close to breeding 
cliffs to observe Griffons, or organized groups diving in the sea just below the 
cliffs with nests) have a negative influence on population productivity (Perco et al. 
1983, Sušić 2002, Sušić 2004). In the course of several years, up to 25 juveniles 
(almost 30% of all fledglings) had been found floating or drowned in the sea 
during summer months (Sušić & Radek 2013). Within 20 years (1996 – 2016), 
162 injured, exhausted, or poisoned Griffons as well as young birds that fell 
into the sea during their first flights, were kept in the Recovery centre, and 
138 were successfully released back into the nature (Sušić & Kruchten 2017, 
Sušić 2020). 

With the increase of tourism and related industries, the interest in agricul-
tural activities diminished. This resulted in a relative decline in pastureland and 
less manpower in traditional extensive method of sheep raising, and thus, in 
an increase in the forest (maquis) surface area (Perco et al. 1983). the Kvarner 
Archipelago is one of the last areas in Croatia continuing a long tradition of 
extensive sheep husbandry. Today there are less than 40,000 sheep in the Pri-
morje-Gorski kotar County (which includes the Kvarner Archipelago), with the 
declining trend (Krvavica et al. 2021).  The karst landscape and relatively mild 
climate were the most adequate for sheep husbandry. This resulted in keeping 
sheep outside all year round, with livestock mortality up to 10%. Any sheep that 
died in the field were traditionally left out, so their remains were available for 
Griffons’ consummation (Rebrović 2017). 

The island population of Griffons in Croatia is genetically separated from the 
western Mediterranean and other Balkan populations (Le Gouar et al. 2006, Le 
Gouar et al. 2008, Davidović et al. 2020). 
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Movements

In 1990, a programme of ringing and wing-tagging started, when the first 
ever wild Griffon was wing-tagged (Sušić 1994). Over 32 years, more than 1090 
Griffons have been marked (with green PVC rings and/or wing-tags, as well as 
metal rings). Breeding adults are largely sedentary, but 90% of juveniles migrate 
for long distances in all directions: spring records are from Slovenia, north Italy, 
France, Bulgaria, Romania, and Greece. Summer records are from north Slovenia, 
Italy, Austria, France, Poland, Hungary, and Russia. Autumn records are from 
Slovenia, Spain, France, Poland, Bulgaria, Greece, Romania, Turkey, Ukraine, Is-
rael, Chad, and Niger. Winter records are from northern, central, and southern 
Italy, Serbia, Spain, France, Greece, Turkey, and Israel (Sušić 1994, Sušić 2000, 
Sušić 2013b).

Supplementary feeding

The first Vulture restaurant (not only in Croatia, but in the Balkan area) opened 
on the island of Cres in 1982 (Sušić 2020). The supplementary feeding to support 
the Griffon population intensified in 2001, when 60 tons of carcasses and slaugh-
terhouse offal were provided. The quantity of food provided yearly averaged at 
10 tons in the period 2003 – 2012, and there were four Vulture restaurants (mainly 
two at the same time) on the island of Cres (Sušić 2020). In the period 2013 – 2019 
there was no supplementary feeding in the area; it subsequently started again on 
two localities: Cres and Učka Mtn.

Definition of a colony

The reason why Griffons are colonial breeders is explained by the theory of 
colonies as “information centres” (Krebs 1974). The hypothesis suggests that in-
dividuals benefit from nesting in colonies, because they can learn about good 
feeding areas by following other birds from the nesting colony to the feeding 
grounds. In this way, the colony acts as an “information centre”, and birds main-
ly copy their near neighbours. The accepted definition of a colony is: a place 
where several pairs nest at a centralized location, from which they recurrently 
depart in search of food (Wittenberger & Hunt 1985). Several authors (Sarrazin 
et al. 1996, following by, for example Del Moral & Marti 2001, Lopez-Lopez et al. 
2004, Zuberogoitia et al. 2009, Del Moral 2009, Xirouchakis & Mylonas 2010, 
Zuberogoitia et al. 2011, Demerdzhiev et al. 2014, Zuberogoitia et al. 2019) agree 
that a Griffon’s nesting cliff is considered a colony when it is occupied by at least 
two pairs, at a distance of at least 1000 m from the neighbouring occupied cliff, 
whilst isolated pairs are those that breed on their own, more than 1000 m from 
the nearest colony. 
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Colony shifting

Studying colonisation is crucial to understand metapopulations, their dynam-
ics and evolutionary ecology (Payo-Payo et al. 2017). It is well known that vultures 
of the genus Gyps often desert their traditional sites and shift into new locations, 
such as in the south of Africa (Verdoorn & Becker 1992, Borello & Borello 
2002, Whittington-Jones at al. 2011) or on Crete (Xirouchakis & Mylonnas 
2005b, Xirouchakis 2010). The cause of “colony switching” (Piper 2004) remains 
unclear, as sometimes optimal sites may be abandoned, whereas others with high 
breeding failure continue to be occupied (Borello & Borello 2002). 

Study objectives

This paper presents the results related to the population trend of the Griffon 
in Croatia based on a 40-year survey (1981 – 2021). Detailed population surveys 
were conducted for a 15-year period (2000 – 2014) on the island of Cres to docu-
ment the cliffs’ saturation, as well as inter- and intra-colony nest movements, 
and for a 10 year-period (1994-2005) on the islands of Cres and Plavnik to calcu-
late the main reproductive parameters. Cliff’s occupation has been studied for 15 
years (2000 – 2014) on all Kvarner islands.

The main objectives of the present study were: (1) to analyse the population 
trend of Griffons in Croatia during the period of 40 years (1981 – 2021); (2) to give 
baseline information about nest site suitability as possible deterministic factor 
in population growth; (3) to assess their breeding success and productivity; and 
(4) to show how colony shifting affect the existing definition of a term “colony”.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study area

The study area covered the Kvarner Archipelago territory in the northern Adri-
atic (from 45o15’02.40” to 44o 29’55.46” N and from 14o16’38.50” to 15o03’06.47” 
E), which includes 9 islands with cliffs: Cres, Lošinj, Plavnik, Prvić, Krk, Goli, 
Sv.Grgur, Rab, and Pag (Figure 1), as well as two canyons in the Paklenica Na-
tional Park: Mala Paklenica (44o 17’21.53” N; 15o30’40.46” E) and Velika Paklenica 
(44o17’59.05” N and 15o28’10.47” E), which Grffons abandoned in 1997 and 1999, 
respectively (Lukač 2011). 

Presently Griffons breed on Cres (405.78 km2, 3,184 inhabitants), Plavnik (8.6 
km2, not inhabited), Prvić (12.8 km2, not inhabited), Krk (405.78 km2, 17,860 in-
habitants), and Pag (284.56 km2, 8,398 inhabitants) (Statistički ljetopis 2005). 
Ecological characteristics of the study area were described in detail by Perco et 
al. (1983). The Archipelago consists of limestone, which is dominant on all the 
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islands. Almost all colonies (about 85% of all nests) are on steep cliffs in the NE 
parts of the islands, exposed to gusts of the bora, katabatic strong dry, cold, fall 
wind that blows from the NE onto the Adriatic Sea regions of Italy, Slovenia, 
and Croatia, reaching wind velocities over 15 m/s, frequently in winter (Yoshino 
1976). Only 15% of nesting cliffs on Kvarner are facing to the SW. 

The islands are marked by high ridges along the major axis. Due to the direc-
tion and length of the reliefs, they face strong wind and generate rising air cur-
rents along the slopes. The peaks are often bare, and the slopes are covered with 
vegetation. Hill-thermal currents are formed due to differences at which the two 
adjacent areas warm up. The currents can be driven by the winds away from their 
original site to create a path of thermal currents. These conditions are of impor-
tance for flight, i.e., for the Griffons’ foraging (Pennycuick  1972, Pennycuick & 
Pennycuick 2015).

The NE coastline of all islands is distinguished by craggy appearance due to 
the stratigraphic shape of the islands. The exposure of the nesting cliffs generally 
follows the orientation of the coastline cliff wall, without the possibility to avoid 
adverse weather conditions. The exposure of nesting cliffs on Crete, as well as 
among the Griffon colonies in continental Europe, is mainly to the south, to avoid 
north winds (Xirouchakis & Mylonnas 2005a, Marinković et al. 2020), contrary 
to Kvarner, where 85% of the nests are on cliffs facing the NE.

The straits separating islands from one another, and the mainland, are narrow, 
not more than 5 km (Figure 1). This does not constitute a major obstacle to the 
Griffons’ movement from one island to another, or from an island to the main-
land. In fact, the absence of vegetation cover over vast areas of the islands assists 
the formation of periodical sea winds, and takes on a certain importance in the 
movements of these birds during foraging and/or inter-colony communication 
(Perco et al. 1983).
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Figure 1. The study area: the Kvarner Archipelago and the Paklenica National Park (Northern 
Adriatic, Croatia).
Yellow dots: cliffs with active nest-clusters. Red dots: historical nesting cliffs. Black lines 
show the  distances between nest-clusters on cliffs, and red lines the dimension of the north-
ern (15,000 m) and the southern (15,500 m) nesting cliffs on Cres. 
Slika 1. Područje istraživanja: Kvarnersko otočje i Nacionalni park Paklenica (sjeverni 
Jadran, Hrvatska). Žute točke: litice s aktivnim grupama gnijezda. Crvene točke: povijesne 
gnijezdeće litice. Crne linije pokazuju udaljenosti između gnijezdećih litica, a crvene duljinu 
litica s grupama gnijezda na sjevernom (15.000 m) i južnom (15.500 m) dijelu otoka Cresa. 
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Field survey procedure and data collection

In the period 1981 – 2021, the Eurasian Griffon colonies were monitored dur-
ing the breeding season between December and June. In the Kvarner Archipel-
ago, colonies are located on coastal cliffs, but as nests are on cliffs directly over 
the sea, it makes monitoring quite demanding, as it requires a boat and steady 
weather conditions (e.g., Kapelj & Modrić 2017). A minimum of four visits were 
made to each colony: during the period before incubation to detect total num-
ber of pairs; then during early laying period to detect the number of incubating 
pairs; during late chick-rearing period to detect the hatching success; and finally 
during the fledging period to detect failures, second clutches and fledging suc-
cess (Leconte 1985). Each nest position was recorded every year, individually 
codified, its position on cliff photographed, so it could be monitored during the 
future surveys. Observations from a boat were made on clear, rainless days with 
calm sea conditions, using the Zeiss 10 × 40 binoculars and the Canon SX 420 IS 
camera. 

At the beginning of the study, coastal cliffs with nests on the islands of Cres 
and Plavnik, with a distance between them of minimum 1 km, were identified 
and named A-Z. There were 11 such cliffs in the northern part, two on Plavnik 
and 15 in the southern part of Cres. A comparison of breeding parameters dur-
ing a 15-year period (2000 – 2014) was made for two nesting cliffs of similar size: 
cliff P = 755 m and cliff X = 735 m; distance from one another = 1350 m, in the 
southern part of the island of Cres. The level of nest-site occupation of each cliff 
(comparing fluctuations of nesting densities) was measured through an index of 
saturation (Si). It was calculated using the total number of nesting sites occupied 
during the whole study period (theoretical maximum) and correcting it by the 
number of breeding pairs/occupied nests recorded each year, following the pro-
posed methodology of Zuberogoitia et al. (2019). 

The mean height of the nest in the northern part of Cres was M1 = 28.71 m (SD 
= 11.04), and in southern part, it was M2 = 21.14 m (SD = 12.03). The lowest nest 
was at 8 m above the sea level. There was no statistically significant difference in 
the nest height over the sea level on the nesting cliffs in both parts of the island 
(Sušić 1985). During the study period, the number of abandoned sites and the 
colonization of new ones (saturation of previously active cliffs or shifting a group 
of nests to a new, previously never used cliff) were recorded. 

The first visit was conducted between 15th December and 15th January. A pair 
was considered to be an active breeding pair if they were building a nest or incu-
bating (López-López et al. 2004). The second visit occurred between 15th February 
and 15th March, as about 71% of hatchings occurred between 15th February and 
15th March, and 60% of all were in February. Less than 10% of incubations started 
in March and April (Perco et al. 1983); these were usually replacement clutches. 
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The third visit occurred between 5th May and 15th May to record the number of 
hatchlings and the absence of the previously detected non-breeding pairs, which 
failed during incubation or after hatching. The fourth visit occurred in June to re-
cord the number of fledglings, the presence of late clutches, breeding success (Bs) 
and productivity (Pd). Griffons on Kvarner are birds whose breeding cycle lasts 
almost 10 months (from November to September - the last feeding of the chick in 
the nest was recorded on 17th September). 

The following reproductive parameters were calculated for all colonies: pro-
ductivity Pd = fledged chicks/detected (territorial) pairs; breeding success Bs = 
fledged chicks/active breeding pairs; and hatching success Hs = hatched chicks/
active breeding pairs (Del Moral & Marti 2001; López-López et al. 2004). All 
breeding parameters were calculated for all nest-clusters on the island of Cres 
and two nest-clusters on the island of Plavnik, during the period of 10 years (1995 
– 2004). The chicks that disappeared after 100 days of age were considered to 
have fledged, even if later found drowned, as any deaths after that date affected 
the first-year survival rather than the breeding success or the productivity (Sar-
razin et al. 1996). Population density was calculated as the number of individuals 
and breeding pairs on the possible foraging area, excluding human settlements 
(in 100 km2). Theoretical population density for the whole Kvarner Griffons’ the-
oretical foraging distribution, or total foraging islands’ area was calculated fol-
lowing the methodology of Xirouchakis & Mylonnas (2005b).

Each year, after counting all the nests, it was necessary to estimate the num-
ber of pairs missed while conducting the census. Depending of the quality of 
the census (weather, sea condition, number of days spent in counting, etc.), the 
difference between the total number of counted pairs and number of estimated 
pairs varied.  

RESULTS

Population development

The estimated population size of the Eurasian Griffon in Croatia in 1981, when 
there were colonies on the Kvarner islands, the Paklenica National Park and south-
ern Dalmatia, was 120 pairs. Just few years later, in 1985, after Dalmatia’s colonies 
disappeared, there were 110 breeding pairs. In 1999, colonies in Paklenica ceased 
to exist, leaving 105 pairs on Kvarner only, but in next 20 years numbers increased 
to 120 breeding pairs (Table 1). Strong decline in the number of breeding pairs on 
Krk and Prvić was recorded in 2002 (Figure 2 and 3), while on Prvić, the minimum 
lasted six years (Figure 2). When comparing trend of Prvić and Krk with Cres/
Plavnik (Figure 4), it becomes clear that during the same period when the number 
of nests on Krk and Prvić declined, it increased on Cres/Plavnik. 
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Table 1. The population size of the Eurasian Griffon in Croatia in a period of 40 years (1981 
– 2021).
Tablica 1. Veličina populacije bjeloglavog supa u Hrvatskoj u razdoblju od 40 godina (1981. 
– 2021.)

Colony Year Number of pairs
(counted)

Total number of 
pairs

(estimated)

KVARNER & PAKLENICA & 
DALMATIA 1981 100 120

KVARNER & PAKLENICA 1985 99 110

KVARNER & PAKLENICA 1995 95 105

KVARNER 1999 78 95

KVARNER 2002 87 94

KVARNER 2006 88 92

KVARNER 2009 101 110

KVARNER 2012 120 130

KVARNER 2013 141 150

KVARNER 2017 108 115

KVARNER 2021 110 120
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Figure 2. The population trend of the Eurasian Griffon on the island of Prvić in 40 years (1981 
– 2021). Data for 2017 are from Kapelj & Modrić (2017).
Slika 2. Trend populacije bjeloglavog supa na otoku Prviću u razdoblju od 40 godina (1981. 
– 2021.). Podatci za 2017.g. su iz Kapelj & Modrić (2017).

Figure 3. The population trend of the Eurasian Griffon on the island of Krk in 40 years (1981 
– 2021). Data for 2017 are from Kapelj & Modrić (2017).
Slika 3. Trend populacije bjeloglavog supa na otoku Krku u razdoblju od 40 godina (1981. 
– 2021.). Podatci za 2017.g. su iz Kapelj & Modrić (2017).
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Figure 4. The population trend of the Eurasian Griffon on the Cres and Plavnik islands in 40 
years (1981 – 2021). Data for 2017 are from Kapelj & Modrić (2017).
Slika 4. Trend populacije bjeloglavog supa na otocima Cresu i Plavniku u razdoblju od 40 
godina (1981. – 2021.). Podatci za 2017.g. su iz Kapelj & Modrić (2017).

Reproductive performances

The productivity of the Eurasian Griffon at all nest-clusters on cliffs on the 
Cres and Plavnik islands in 10 years period varied from 0.46 to 0.63 (0.55 ± 0.054, 
mean ± SD) (Table 2). During that period griffons produced 369 fledglings, their 
breeding success varied from 0.51 to 0.69 (0.60 ± 0.059), and hatching success 
from 0.79 to 0.95 (0.86 ± 0.052) (Table 2, Figure 5). Population density was esti-
mated at 32.5 adult individuals/100 km2 and 13.75 breeding pairs/100 km2., for a 
possible foraging area on the islands of 800 km2. Theoretical population density 
for the total foraging area on all Kvarner islands (1214.28 km2, including areas of 
former colonies at Goli, Sv. Grgur and Rab which Griffons regularly forage) was 
5 individuals/100 km2.
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Year Total no.
pairs/nests

Active 
nests

No. 
fledglings 

Hatching 
success

Breeding 
success Productivity

1995 52 47 26 
0.83

(83%)
0.55

(55%)
0.50 

(50%)

1996 62 56 35 
0.82

(82%)
0.63

(63%)
0.57 

(57%)

1997 58 53 34 
0.93

(93%)
0.59

(59%)
0.59 

(59%)

1998 67 62 39 
0.90

(90%)
0.63

(63%)
0.58 

(58%)

1999 67 62 37 
0.79

(79%)
0.60

(60%)
0.55 

(55%)

2000 76 73 40 
0.82

(82%)
0.55

(55%)
0.53 

(53%)

2001 76 69 39 
0.87

(87%)
0.57

(57%)
0.51 

(51%)

2002 72 65 45 
0.89

(89%)
0.69

(69%)
0.63 

(63%)

2003 66 60 41 
0.95

(95%)
0.68

(68%)
0.62 

(62%)

2004 72 65 33 
0.82

(82%)
0.51

(51%)
0.46 

(46%)

Mean 66.8 61.2 36.9
0.855
(86%)

0.599
(60%)

0.553
(55%)

SD 7.8 7.7 5.2 0.052 0.059 0.054

Table 2. The reproductive performance of the Eurasian Griffon at all nest-clusters on cliffs on 
the Cres and Plavnik islands in 10 years (1995 – 2004). 
Tablica 2. Reprodukcijski parametri bjeloglavog supa u svim gnijezdećim klasterima na Cresu 
i Plavniku tijekom 10 godina (1995. – 2004.).
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Figure 5. The productivity and the breeding success of the Eurasian Griffons breeding on the 
Cres and Plavnik islands in 10 years (1995 – 2004).
Slika 5. Produktivnost i uspješnost gniježđenja bjeloglavog supa na Cresu i Plavniku tijekom 
10 godina (1995. – 2004.).

The saturation of previously used and later abandoned nests-clusters

Nest-clusters P and X on neighbouring, approximately 750 m-long cliffs (dis-
tance between them is 1350 m), were situated at the high central part of the steep 
15 km-long coastal nesting cliffs area of the island of Cres. In the study period there 
were 51 used nest locations on cliff P, and 36 nest locations on cliff X (Figure 6).

Figure 6. All nest locations (yellow dots) used on cliff P (above) and cliff X (below) in 40 years 
(1981 – 2021). 
Slika 6. Sve gnijezdeće pozicije (žute točke) korištene na litici P (gore) i litici X (dolje) u 40 
godina (1981. – 2021.).
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Figure 7. Nest locations used on cliff P (above) and cliff X (below) in 2000. Red dots = nests 
used in 2000. Yellow dots = nest used in other years during the study period.
Slika 7. Gnijezdeće lokacije korištene na litici P (gore) i litici X (dolje) u 2000. godini. Crvene 
točke = gnijezda korištena u 2000.g. Žute točke = gnijezda korištena u ostalim godinama 
tijekom razdoblja istraživanja.

Figure 8. Nest locations used on cliff P and cliff X in 2006. Red dots = nests used in 2006. 
Yellow dots = nests used in other years during the study period.
Slika 8. Gnijezdeće lokacije korištene na liticama P i X u 2006. godini. Crvene točke = gni-
jezda korištena u 2006.godini. Žute točke = gnijezda korištena u ostalim godinama tijekom 
istraživanja.
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Figure 9. Nest locations used on cliff P and cliff X in 2014. Red dots = nests used in 2014. 
Yellow dots = nests used in other years during the study period.
Slika 9. Gnijezdeće lokacije korištene na liticama P i X u 2014.godini. Crvene točke = gni-
jezda korištena u 2014. godini.  Žute točke = gnijezda korištena u ostalim godinama tijekom 
istraživanja.

In 2000, both cliffs were almost equally occupied, with similar numbers of ac-
tive, i.e., occupied nests (cliff P: N = 6; Si = 0.12 and cliff X: N = 7; Si = 0.2) (Figure 
7). In the following six years (2000 – 2006), cliff P was saturated from N = 6 in 
2000 to N =25 nests in 2006 (Si = 0.49), while cliff X was totally abandoned (N = 0). 
(Si = 0) (Figure 8). In the following eight years (2007 – 2014), 18 nesting sites were 
abandoned on cliff P (Si = 0.14), while cliff X was saturated from 0 to 10 nests (Si 

= 0.28) (Figure 9).
In 15 years, 152 chicks were fledged (2.98 chicks/nest) on cliff P, and 44 chicks 

(1.22 chicks/nest) on cliff X. Cliff P produced almost 2.5 times more chicks per ac-
tive nest than cliff X. Figure 10 shows how saturation index increased on the 2.5 
times more successful cliff P, while on cliff X, it declined. Cliff X was abandoned 
completely when cliff P was at its saturation maximum of almost 50% (Si = 0.49).
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Figure 10. The saturation of nest-clusters on cliffs P and X during a 15-year period.
Slika 10. Saturiranje grupa gnijezda na liticama P i X tijekom 15 godina. 

Nest-cluster pulsations (NcP) 

Nest-cluster shifting and NcP on cliffs in the southern part of the island of 
Cres was studied in a period of 15 years (2000 – 2014). In Figure 11 a-c, it is clearly 
visible that the number of nests in each nest-cluster varied from year to year. 
There were years when some nest-clusters disappeared completely, whereas in 
other years, the same nest-clusters saturated and became some of the largest of 
all neighbouring nest-clusters. Comparing years from 2000 to 2005 (Figure 11a) 
we can see decline both in the number of nest-clusters and in the number of 
active nests in each nest-cluster; however, by 2010, nest-clusters were saturated 
again (Figure 11b). In a period of 15 years, clusters of nests (i.e. breeding pairs) 
were in a dynamic long-term process of pulsation, i.e. saturation-abandonment-
saturation (Figure 11 a-c).
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Figure 11. a (2000-2005)
Slika 11. a (2000.-2005.)
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Figure 11. b (2006-2011)
Slika 11. b (2006.-2011.)
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Nest occupancy

Figure 12 shows the proportion of active nests on all cliffs in Kvarner in one 
study year, compared to the total number of available nest sites, used in any year. 
In a period of 15 years, the occupation of all cliffs in the Kvarner Archipelago var-
ied, depending on a study year, between 9.83% and 22.6% (M = 15.05%). Such a 
low rate of occupation was a result of annual nest-movements, and it shows low 
nest-site fidelity.

Figure 11.c (2012-2014)
Slika 11.c (2012.-2014.)

Figure 11. a-c Nest-cluster shifting and NcP on cliffs P and X and neigh-
bouring nest-clusters. The size of a brown circles corresponds to the num-
ber of active nests in the nest-cluster in a consecutive year. 
Slika 11. a-c Premještanje i pulsiranje gnijezdećih klastera na liticama P i 
X, te obližnjih gnjezdećih klastera. Veličina smeđeg kruga odgovara broju 
aktivnih gnijezda u klasteru u pojedinoj godini. 
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Figure 12. The mean annual percentage of nest-occupancy (green = % of occupied nests; 
violet = % of not occupied nest sites) in all nest-clusters in the Kvarner Archipelago in a pe-
riod of 15 years (2000 – 2014). 
Slika 12. Prosječni % godišnje zauzetosti gnijezda (zeleno = % zauzetih gnijezda; ljubičasto 
= % nezauzetih gnijezda) u svim gnijezdećim klasterima na Kvarneru u razdoblju od 15 
godina (2000. – 2014.)

Out of 15 nest-clusters in the southern part of Cres, only on three of them (M, 
P and X), more than 10% (14, 17 and 21%) of nest sites were occupied in a pe-
riod of 15 years. In the same period, but considering however the whole Kvarner 
population, the mean number of occupied nests varied from 9.83% to 22.6% (M 
= 15.05%) (Figure 12). 

Thus, although nest-clusters on cliffs M, P and X were saturated close to the 
average of all Kvarner nest-clusters, they were the densest saturated cliffs, not 
only along the 15,000 m of southern coast with 15 nest-clusters, but even among 
all 28 nest-clusters on the Cres and Plavnik islands (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. The mean nest occupation of different nesting cliffs/nest-clusters in the southern 
part of the island of Cres in a period of 15 years (2000 – 2014). 
Slika 13. Prosječna zauzetost gnijezda pojedinih gnijezdećih litica/gnijezdećih klastera na 
južnom dijelu otoka Cresa u petnaestotogodišnjem razdoblju (2000. – 2014.).

In a period of 40 years more than 1090 nests were visited in the Kvarner area 
for ringing Griffon’s chicks. The clutch with two eggs laid was recorded only 
once, on the island of Cres, but the second egg did not hatch (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. The clutch with two eggs laid.
Slika 14. Polog s dva jaja u gnijezdu. 

DISCUSSION

Population trend

At the beginning of the study in 1981, there were 60 breeding pairs in the 
Kvarner Archipelago, as well as about 20 detected non-breeding pairs (Perco 
et al. 1983), 15 breeding pairs in the Paklenica National Park (Lukač et al. 2003), 
with 5 more non-breeding pairs estimated, and in several smaller nest-clusters in 
Dalmatia, the maximum of about 20 pairs was estimated. The total number of 120 
pairs was estimated for Croatia at the beginning of study period (Table 1).  Since 
40 years ago, there was the same number of breeding pairs in Croatia as in 2021, 
we might get the wrong impression that “nothing happened” in the meantime. 
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Nevertheless, the estimation of 120 pairs from 1981 included nest-clusters from 
the Kvarner islands, the canyons of Paklenica, Zrmanja, Krnjeza and Krka, as 
well as mountains near Dubrovnik. From 1999 onwards, after almost all nest-
ing areas had disappeared, there were no other colonies in Croatia except in the 
Kvarner Archipelago. Thus, if the year 1999 is used as the starting year for Kvar-
ner, there was an increase from 78-95 in 1999 to 141-150 pairs in 2013, and then 
again a decline to 110-120 pairs in 2021 (Table 1).

The possibility that the increase in the total number of pairs in Kvarner from 
78 in 1999 to 87 in 2002 was a result of shifting of the nest-clusters from Paklenica 
to Kvarner, ought not to be eliminated. In the autumn of 1997, in one month, the 
number of individuals in Paklenica decreased from 22-24 to only 6-8, and the 
last three pairs disappeared in 1999 (Lukač et al. 2003). Such rapid decline was 
never fully explained. The most probable existing explanation is that there had 
been a poisoning accident, although no dead birds were ever found (Lukač et al. 
2003, Lukač 2011). Before the disappearance of all Griffons, there were about 15 
breeding pairs in two canyons of the Paklenica National Park. As the distance 
between Kvarner and Paklenica is less than 90 km, it is probably more than a 
coincidence that the increase in the number in Kvarner occurred at the same time 
when the numbers in Paklenica waned. The same happened between the Potberg 
and Little Karoo colonies in South Africa (Scott 1997), and between the Popovo 
polje (Bosnia and Herzegovina) and Uvac colonies (Serbia), where the distances 
between deserted colonies and colonies with simultaneously increased numbers 
of breeding birds were larger than between Kvarner and Paklenica (Robertson 
1984, Marinković et al. 2007; 2012). The triggers might have been conspecific at-
traction and food availability in Kvarner when food shortage in Paklenica area 
increased to critical level. The GPS locations and movements show that Griffons 
from any island regularly explore areas of other islands (Genero 2017, Genero 
et al. 2020); currently, the coastal part of the Velebit mountain is included as well 
(pers. unpubl. data). 

The theoretical population density for the total foraging area on all Kvarner 
islands (1214.28 km2, including areas of former colonies at Goli, Sv. Grgur and 
Rab, which Griffons regularly forage) was 5 individuals/100 km2, almost the 
same as Xirouchakis & Mylonnas (2005b) estimated for the island of Crete (8261 
km2), where theoretical population density was 4.6 individuals/100 km2.

Reproductive performances

The average breeding success on Cres/Plavnik in a ten-year period (1995 – 
2004) was Bs = 0.60 ± 0.059 (mean ± SD), varying from 0.51 to 0.69. Comparing 
the breeding success of the Kvarner nest-clusters with other European colonies, 
it was lower than in any other country: Serbia (0.81), Portugal (0.69), the French 
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Alps (0.7), Bulgaria (0.77), Crete (0.74), Cyprus (0.74), the French Pyrenees (0.76), 
Spanish Pyrenees (0.77), and Sardinia (0.77) (Leconte 1985; Sarrazin et al. 1996;  
López-López et al. 2004; Iezekiel et al. 2004; Aresu & Schenk 2005; Terrasse 2006; 
Beest et al. 2008; Del Moral 2009; Xirouchakis 2010; Demerdzhiev et al. 2014; 
Marinković et al. 2020). This variation in the breeding success among areas 
might be explained by differences in food availability, intra-specific competition 
(density of breeding pairs), or climate (Beest et. al 2008). Moreover, large year-to-
year variation was recorded for the Cape Vulture (Gyps coprotheres) as well, with 
breeding (fledging) success varying from 0.64-0.75 to 0.27-0.43, depending on 
study year (Borello & Borello 2002). The productivity on the Kvarner islands, 
depending on study year, varied from 0.46 to 0.63, the breeding success from 0.51 
to 0.69, and the hatching success from 0.79 to 0.95 (Table 2). 

The earliest recorded egg-laying was on 10th December. This is one of the 
earliest beginnings of incubation in Europe, as in Spain, it was recorded at the 
end of December (Leconte 1985).  The median egg laying date varied in the 
Kvarner population between 7th and 22nd January (Sušić & Grbac 2002), which 
is earlier than on Crete, where the median laying date was 28th January, and the 
earliest was on 25th December (Xirouchakis 2010). The start of the nesting sea-
son partly varies depending on latitude, but generally, the reproductive cycle 
of Griffons is determined by egg-laying, so that the young fledge when food 
availability reaches its maximum (Houston 1989). Traditional sheep husband-
ry on the Kvarner islands includes planning of sheep lambing to take place very 
early, so lambs would be of optimal size for human consummation at Easter. 
Griffons-shepherds’ coexistence in Kvarner has lasted for more than 1000 years 
(Sušić & Grbac 2002), so Griffons have had enough time to adapt and adjust the 
hatching date with the lambing period, i.e. the peak of sheep mortality. Thus, 
they are not adapted depending on the fledging, but rather on the hatching 
period. This might be the reason why the Kvarner population starts incubation 
earlier than other Mediterranean (on Crete or in Spain) or other populations at 
the same latitude, such as Serbian (Marinković et al. 2020).

Nevertheless, the reproductive rate does not seem to be the central demo-
graphic parameter influencing the population dynamics of Griffons. It is be-
lieved that species with a large body size, a low reproduction, and a long-life 
expectancy depend heavily on high adult survival for their population success. 
Parra & Telleria (2004) showed that fluctuations in the number of the Grif-
fon breeding pairs were positively correlated with changes in livestock abundance, 
supporting a functional relationship between food availability and vulture 
abundance (Beest et al. 2008). When the recorded 12% of increase of Cres/
Plavnik nest-clusters in 2000 were compared to 1999 (because of possible nest-
cluster shifting from the Paklenica National Park canyons), the breeding suc-
cess declined from Bs = 0.60 to Bs = 0.55. The lower breeding success may have 
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been caused by the newly arrived pairs being relegated to marginal or subopti-
mal places (Wittenberger & Hunt 1985), as it was their first year in a new area. 
However, after we had added 60 tons of supplementary food at the feeding place 
in 2001, the breeding success and productivity increased from Bs = 0.57 and Pd 
= 0.51 in 2001 to Bs = 0.69 and Pd = 0.63 in 2002. Both the breeding success and 
the productivity values were the highest in 2002 for the whole 10 year-period of 
measuring the breeding performance in these nest-clusters. In the years when the 
biggest number of pairs started the breeding season (76 pairs in 2000 and 2001 
and 72 pairs in 2002 and 2004), the breeding success was the lowest (Bs = 0.51) or 
nearly the lowest (Bs = 0.55 and Bs = 0.57) (Table 2). The exception was the year 
2002, when the breeding success and productivity were the highest (Bs = 0.69 and 
Pd= 0.63), although 72 pairs started the breeding season, probably as a result of 
immense quantity of supplementary food available during the previous year.  A 
subsequent decline in 2004 was probably a result of lowering the quantity of sup-
plementary food to 10 tons per year from 2003 onwards, yet from 2005 onwards, 
the population trend started to increase again.

Colony shifting

It has been generally accepted by several authors (Sarrazin et al. 1996, 
Zuberogoitia et al. 2011, Zuberogoitia et al. 2019) that there are two Griffon 
colonies in case the distance between them is more than 1 km without eyries. 
Following these criteria, if we want to study colony parameters and compare 
them, we may not state there is one single colony on the island of Cres, as 
the cliffs with nest-clusters are distributed along the 15 km long coastal area, 
where there are 28 cliffs separated, with the distance between them from 1350 
to 5000 m (Figure 1). Every one of them should thus be named (and studied as) 
a separate colony, since such distance between the cliffs makes them separate 
colonies, and not clusters of nests on cliffs inside one big colony, according 
to the currently accepted definition (e.g. Sarrazin et al. 1996, Del Moral & 
Marti 2001, Zuberogoitia et al. 2011, Zuberogoitia et al. 2019). Following the 
actual definition, there would be about 40 colonies in the Kvarner Archipelago. 
Clusters of active nests in the 15,500 m long southern part of the island of Cres 
were shifted regularly, so that each year, the saturation of new nest-clusters (or 
the previously existed nest-clusters, abandoned in the meantime) was observed 
(Figure 11 a-c). When comparing the neighbouring cliffs P and X, it becomes 
evident that the dynamics of the abandonment of cliff X follows that of the 
saturation of cliff P (Figure 8, Figure 11 a-b). 

Population surveys for 15 years (2000 – 2014) documented colony occupancy 
and turnover in nest usage, the number of abandoned sites and colonization of 
new ones (saturation of previously active cliffs or shifting a group of nests to a 
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new cliff, never used previously, at least during 40 years of study). A comparison 
of the breeding parameters was made in that period for two breeding cliffs of 
similar size (Figure 6-10; Figure 11 a-c), of nest-clusters in the southern part of 
the island of Cres. During these 15 years, cliff P produced almost 2.5 times more 
chicks per active nest than cliff X. If cliff P was saturated with more experienced 
pairs from cliff X, which than shifted to cliff P attracted by successful conspecific 
breeding pairs, the success of the nest-cluster on cliff P would increase with satu-
ration until reaching the optimum (or maximum) threshold in colony size (Xir-
ouchakis & Mylonnas 2005b). On the contrary, consequently, at the nest-cluster 
on cliff X, the remaining pairs were unexperienced and produced at the end of 
the 15-years cycle 2.5 times less chicks than the nest-cluster on cliff P. Shifting 
from the less to the more successful nesting cliff may hence be easily explained. 
Nevertheless, the question remains: what triggered the shifting of breeding pairs 
from the more successful cliff P in the middle of the saturation period? During 
the following 8 years 18 active pairs deserted cliff P and reduced the cliff satura-
tion to Si = 0.14. In the same period, the less successful nest-cluster on cliff X was 
saturated from 0 to 10 breeding pairs and increased the cliff saturation from Si = 
0 to Si = 0.28. Why did the abandonment start, when we know that at its satura-
tion maximum, nesting cliff P was saturated less than 50% (Si = 0.49) (Figure 9)? 
Is 50% an optimal saturation for 25 breeding pairs on a cliff 755 m long? Cliff P 
was clearly not too saturated when breeding pairs decided to start abandoning 
it, move back and re-saturate their previous cliff X or some other neighbour-
ing nest-cluster (Figure 11 b-c). It seems that intraspecific competition started to 
regulate nest density on the cliff when the saturation level increased up to half of 
the theoretical maximum carrying capacity of that nesting cliff.

It is well known that vultures of the genus Gyps very often desert their tra-
ditional sites and shift into new locations. This is well documented in south 
Africa, where the complete abandonment of one colony and the resettlement of 
the birds at other sites occurred (Verdoorn & Becker 1992, Borello & Borello 
2002). as well as on Crete (Xirouchakis & Mylonnas 2005b, Xirouchakis 2010). 
Sarrazin et al. (1996) found that 41.5% of 89 pairs changed their nest sites, and 
concluded that pairs that changed nest sites after a nesting failure had a higher 
breeding success in the following year, so breeding dispersal on local scale (i.e. 
intra-colony nest movements) seemed to be a good strategy. For Piper (2004), 
the cause of colony switching remains unclear, as optimal sites may occasion-
ally be abandoned, whereas others with low breeding success may be occupied. 
Griffons at several nest-clusters in Kvarner abandoned optimal nesting cliffs 
and occupied new sites, only to leave them again after several years and move 
to another nesting cliff or re-occupy the previous one. Cliffs P and X were both 
in the centre of the 15 km-long coastal area with nesting cliffs, and were the 
most occupied cliffs of all the nest-clusters on the island of Cres. A high annual 
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intra-nest-cluster movements of breeding pairs and large-scale shifting of ac-
tive nest-clusters between them (in other papers called: inter-colony nest move-
ments) have been recorded (see Figure 11 a-c). This might suggest that changes 
of the nesting clusters’ size were adjusted to reduce the intra-specific competi-
tion, similar as on Crete (Xirouchakis & Mylonnas 2005b). Human disturbance 
and food availability could not explain why Griffons would abruptly aban-
don their traditional cliffs on the Kvarner islands, as they usually re-saturated 
the same cliffs (even the same nest-sites, but there is no certainty whether by 
the same individuals) after approximately 10-15 years. As Griffons sometimes 
forage in great distances from their colonies, birds from different nest-clusters 
should forage in the same areas (Xirouchakis & Mylonnas 2005b), and it is 
known that Griffons use both personal and social information while foraging 
(Cortes-Avizanda et al. 2014). A relatively small foraging range is available to 
individual nest-clusters on each of the Kvarner islands; thus, they all very often 
forage other islands and coastal part of mainland, i.e. they exploit the same 
food resources (Perco et al. 1983, Genero 2017, Genero et al. 2020, pers. unpubl. 
data). Another argument in favour of our hypothesis is that all nest-clusters 
from different islands belong to one large colony. What we used to call „colo-
nies“  are in reality clusters of nests (breeding pairs) in a dynamic long-term 
process of pulsation, i.e. saturation-abandonment-saturation (Figure 11 a-c). The 
pulsation of nest-clusters cannot be explained in terms of nest-clusters’ fitness, 
in which case they should be triggered when an optimum threshold in nest-
cluster size has been reached, and the extant breeding group is unprofitable 
for its members, as Xirouchakis & Mylonnas (2005b) proposed. The number 
of available nest sites is not a factor limiting the number of breeding pairs in 
the Kvarner Archipelago, as shown by a low mean occupancy/saturation rate; 
consequently, the carrying capacity of cliffs seems to be at least several times 
bigger than the current number of active nests would suggest. Food availabil-
ity could not explain the abrupt abandonment of their traditional cliffs, as it 
was the case on Crete (Xirouchakis & Mylonnas 2005b). Their final conclusion 
that „colony switching should be viewed in terms of the colonies’ fitness and 
should be triggered when an optimum threshold in colony size is passed and 
the extant breeding group is unprofitable for its members“, could not explain 
the pattern in our research area. Data during the period of 15 years showed that 
there was never a maximum threshold reached in the nest-cluster size, because 
there was never a single cliff saturated up to its theoretical maximum (i.e. if we 
count all the previously used active nest locations as the saturation maximum). 
It is more probable that the trigger for the abandonment of a previous nesting 
cliff is based on social information and conspecific attraction (Mateo-Tomas & 
Olea 2011), after an individual decision-making process conditioned by a still 
unknown reason. After several pairs (or just one or two in the first year) decide 
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to change the half (or even less) saturated nesting cliff, forced to move and use 
poorer nesting areas, others follow, driven by conspecific attraction. Consequent-
ly, in 6-8 years a new cliff is saturated and the previous one abandoned again. 
The three-phase pattern after the abandonment of a Griffon colony (nest-cluster), 
studied by Xirouchakis & Mylonnas (2005b) on Crete were: (1) the formation 
of a new colony in a new site; (2) a shift of individuals to a new site; and (3) 
the abandonment of a colony, accompanied by an increase in population size in 
proximate ones. We might add phase (4): when after several years (6-8), an aban-
doned nest-cluster (“colony”) starts saturating again, it reaches the saturation 
maximum (optimum?) after about 15 years. The process is regular, and during 
saturation, nest-clusters become mixed with breeding pairs from other nest-clus-
ters, conspecifically attracted by saturation itself. On the island of Cres, such pat-
tern is seen in Figures 8-10, and clearly recognisable for other nest-clusters as well 
(see Figure 11 a-c). It was recorded on every island in the Kvarner Archipelago, 
and the proposed name for such pattern would be nest-cluster pulsation (NcP). 

Most of the population was concentrated in small-sized nest-clusters (most 
of them with 10 pairs or less, only a few nest-clusters with 10-25 pairs), and all 
cliffs showed low occupancy rate (Figure 13 and Figure 14). Nests movements to 
new cliffs could not be provoked by local food abundance, as food is equally dis-
persed along the islands (and nest-clusters’ shifting and individual nest shifting 
between the clusters mostly occurred inside a 15 km-long series of nest-clusters’ 
cliffs), except for the year 2001, when we added 60 tons of supplementary food 
on the island of Cres. The following year, strong decline in the number of breed-
ing pairs at Krk and Prvić was recorded, while concurrently the number of pairs 
increased on Cres/Plavnik. This might be explained as nest-cluster shifting from 
Krk and Prvić to Cres/Plavnik, provoked by local food abundance. In the follow-
ing ten years, supplementary food was available on regular basis on the locations 
of two Vulture restaurants on the island of Cres, and the number of breeding 
pairs increased on each island. In 2013, supplemental feeding stopped, which 
resulted in a decline in the population.

Nests in the southern part of Cres were distributed over a wide area (cliff area 
500-1000 m long for 2-50 nest sites, constantly fluctuating on an annual basis in 
numbers of occupied nests). As the annual occupancy level of previously used 
nests was low, as well as was the re-usage rate of such nests, contrary to the con-
clusion of Xirouchakis & Mylonnas (2005b) for Crete, there was no long-term 
site fidelity on the Kvarner islands. In support thereto, some Griffons hatched 
on the island of Cres as adults used to breed on the island of Krk and opposite, 
and some in other countries, such as several pairs in Italy (Genero 2017) or Ser-
bia (Marinković et al. 2020). The conclusion that philopatry to the natal cliffs 
may simply result from conspecific attraction alone was made by Sarrazin et al. 
(1996), and has been confirmed by the results of this study. 
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Zubergoitia et al. (2019) analysed factors affecting the colonial Griffon popula-
tion regulation, and suggested that at higher densities, breeding pairs are forced 
to move and use poorer nesting areas, but again, their methodology was biased 
by the “1 km distance” definition of a colony, which cannot be applied in the 
Kvarner nest-clusters shifting inside one large colony. Accepting the actual defi-
nition, when nest-cluster of one nesting cliff is colony, there have been more than 
40 colonies in the Kvarner Archipelago, changing their number and the number 
of breeding pairs in each of them each year. If some future study of the compari-
son of the breeding success between these two colonies lasts 4-5 years, it will be 
highly biased, as nest-cluster shifting will not be registered, and the absence of 
active nests in one year would be explained as a results of nesting failures, rather 
than nest movements. 

Payo-Payo et al. (2017) concluded, after 34 years of studying the temporal 
evolution of Audouin’s gull colonisation, that personal information must be 
crucial in decision making, and colonisers were mostly experienced individuals 
gaining higher breeding success in the new colony. This study does not support 
their conclusion, since in the Kvarner Archipelago, Griffons that took intra- 
or inter-nest-cluster shifting did not have any higher breeding success at the 
newly established breeding nest-clusters („subcolonies“). Quite the opposite, 
the conspecific attraction maintains the aggregation of pairs on the previously 
abandoned, less successful cliff. Contrary to the conclusion of Sarrazin et al. 
(1996), this study determined that nesting failures did not favour movements. 
Adult and successful pairs saturated the less successful cliff and abandoned 
the more successful one. This agrees with the conclusion of Payo-Payo et al. 
(2017) that for those pairs that started abandoning the successful cliff, personal 
information must be crucial in decision making, but why it is triggered when 
breeding pairs’ density in nest-cluster reaches only 50% of saturation capacity, 
still remains to be discovered.

Colony capacity

During a ten-year period, the mean annual occupation of nest sites in a popu-
lation varied during between 9.83% and 22.6% (M = 15,05%), while in the western 
Pyrenees, it was 53% during six years (Leconte 1985). Comparing cliffs P and X 
in a period of 15 years, the following pattern was recorded: after reaching almost 
50% of the maximum nest saturation, the breeding pairs on cliff P decided to 
start the abandonment process, and saturating the previously abandoned and 
less successful cliff X. When cliff P reached its mean saturation (Si = 0.21, where % 
of cliff occupation = Si x100, see Figure 13,), the number of occupied nests started 
to become stabilised. The mean saturation level of cliff X was 0.17 (Fig 13), but 
saturation continued to a higher level, and for two years (in 2011 and 2012), cliff 
X was even more saturated than the 2.5 times more successful cliff P.
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The most successful nest-cluster (cliff P) reached the maximum occupation 
capacity when almost a half of all the ever-used sites (Si = 0.49 of theoretical maxi-
mum) were occupied. As on average only 15% of all the previously used nest 
sites were occupied each year (Figure 13), the large Kvarner colony is far from 
reaching an optimum threshold in colony size. However, if all the ever-used nest 
sites become active, the population will become more than 6 times larger than to-
day, which means that the carrying capacity of the existing nest-cluster’s cliffs is 
at least 800 breeding pairs. If we add historical nest-clusters in the area that could 
be saturated too (see Figure 1), we may estimate that possible total number on 
Kvarner is more than 1000 breeding pairs. Of course, in such a scenario of reach-
ing the carrying capacity of the environment, the deterministic factor will not 
merely be the availability of food and cliffs with suitable nest-sites, but density-
dependent factors as well (Fernandez et al.1998). If nest-cluster shifting and nest 
movements between nest-clusters start when the saturation of a new cliff reaches 
50% (as shown between cliffs P and X), then the carrying capacity of the Kvar-
ner islands is highly determined by density-dependent forces. In such a case, 
the breeding pairs’ capacity in the Archipelago could not reach 1000, but rather 
closer to 500 breeding pairs. It is well known that food availability is not always 
the deterministic factor in population growth (Newton 1979), and in the case of 
cliff nesting species as Griffons, nest suitability may be more influential in deter-
mining their distribution and density (Newton 2013). On the Kvarner it was not 
the case during the survey period, just on the contrary, the main deterministic 
factor were clearly the amount of available food, and socially conditioned forces. 
Density-dependent factors were probably equally important, and nest availabil-
ity a much less important factor. 

As on three nest-clusters on the southern part of Cres (cliffs M, P and X), nest 
occupation varied from 13.9% to 20.9% (M=17.4%), and on other 12 cliffs it was 
less than 10% (varied from 0.9% to 8.7%, M=4%), we may consider those three 
cliffs the centre of all nest-clusters in that part of the island, and the other 12 sat-
ellite nest-clusters. If cliffs M, P and X, as the most successful ones, are the centre 
of all nest-clusters, and the others are satellite nest-clusters, then the whole area 
(which is 15.5 km long area of coastal cliffs) should be considered the set of nest-
clusters, and not 15 different colonies. The Kvarner colony had more than 40 (up 
to 47, depending on the year of study) neighbouring nest-clusters. It is still not 
clear what the distance between them is when breeding pairs form another nest-
cluster. This conclusion is supported by the inter- and intra-nest-cluster move-
ments of breeding pairs, i.e. the NcP process (Figure 11a-c), as well as nest-cluster 
shifting between nest-clusters on different Kvarner islands.
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CONCLUSIONS

The modest population growth of the Griffon population on Kvarner at the 
beginning of the 2000s was generally contributed by the implementation of ex-
tensive conservation measures. It seems that it was only partially true, since the 
increase in years 1999 – 2002 (from 78 to 87 pairs) could have been a result of the 
shifting of 15 breeding pairs from the Paklenica National Park to Kvarner be-
tween 1998 and 2000. All the colonies on the islands of Cres, Plavnik, Krk, Prvić 
and Pag are nest-clusters of one large Kvarner colony with regular intra- and 
inter-nest-cluster movements, as well as nest-cluster shifting. There is regular 
genetic exchange between breeding units, and they all use the same foraging 
area. It has been proposed that such annually regular nest movements between 
nest-clusters on different nesting cliffs might be called nest-cluster pulsation (NcP). 
This is one of the characteristic features of the Kvarner islands’ Griffon popula-
tion. It implicates the new approach to future studies of the Griffon breeding 
parameters and the comparison of parameters between nest-clusters or studies of 
nest-cluster fidelity, since without a high proportion of individually recognizable 
adults within each nest-cluster, such detailed studies will not be accurate. 

Finally, we need a new definition for a colony in the Eurasian Griffon, as the 
current definition (a nesting cliff is considered a colony when occupied by at least 
two pairs, at a distance of at least 1000 m from the neighbouring occupied cliff) 
is not functionally appropriate. A better term for a Griffon colony (than in the 
previous definition), might be a nest-cluster. The distance from the neighbouring 
occupied nesting cliff depends on evident environmental differences between 
them (part with too low cliffs etc.), and it may be either less or more than 1000 m. 
It is important to analyse all nest-clusters’ properties, in order to be sure what the 
size of a colony constituing them is.

The productivity and breeding success were stable and moderate during the 
whole study period, implying that the population has not approached the satura-
tion level yet. The same conclusion could be made by a low occupancy rate at on 
all active nesting cliffs. There was no long-term nest site fidelity on Kvarner. The 
nest suitability is not a determining factor in the population growth of the Kvar-
ner colony; the food availability and social, i.e. density dependent forces are. The 
empowering of free-range livestock farming and the returning to the traditional 
method of disposing of dead cattle as well as new supplementary feeding sites 
could enable further growth of the Griffon population in Croatia.
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SAŽETAK

Populacija bjeloglavog supa u Hrvatskoj značajno se smanjila tijekom prve polovice 
20. stoljeća, ne samo brojnošću, već i brojem gnijezdećih područja i veličini gnijezdećeg 
areala. U ovom radu prikazani su rezultati koji se odnose na populacijski trend i repro-
dukcijske parametre, uključujući pomicanje kolonija, na temelju 40-godišnjeg istraživanja 
(1981 – 2021). Populacija se smanjila s 110-150 parova u 10 kolonija 1981. na 75 parova 
u 6 kolonija 1999. Kasnije se povećala sa 75 na 141-150 parova u 6 kolonija u 2013, da bi 
zatim pala na 100-tinjak parova 2019. godine. Nakon otvaranja hranilišta na Cresu i Učki, 
populacija ponovno lagano raste. Povećanje od 13% u 2000. moglo bi djelomično ili u 
potpunosti biti posljedica prebacivanje grupe gnijezdećih parova s Paklenice na Kvarner. 
Godine 2021. na pet otoka: Cresu, Plavniku, Krku, Prviću i Pagu gnijezdilo se ukupno 
oko 120 parova. Gustoća naseljenosti procijenjena je na 32,5 odraslih jedinki/100 km2, 15 
teritorijalnih parova/100 km2 i 13,75 gnijezdećih parova na 100 km2. Detaljna istraživanja 
populacije provedena su tijekom 15 godina kako bi se dokumentirala popunjenost kolo-
nija, zasićenost litica, te pomicanje gnijezda između i unutar kolonija. Za razdoblje od 10 
godina izračunati su reprodukcijski parametri: uspješnost gniježđenja (Bs = 0,60 ± 0,059) 
i produktivnost (Pd = 0,55 ± 0,054). Zauzetost gnijezda bila je vrlo niska (između 9,83% i 
22,6%; M = 15,05%), što znači da kapacitet okoliša kod kvarnerskih supova nije bio odre-
đen dostupnošću litica za gnijezda, već su ga determinirali dostupnost hrane i gustoćom 
uvjetovani socijalni mehanizmi, kao i da je populacija još uvijek daleko od razine zasi-
ćenosti. Šest kvarnerskih “kolonija” u stvarnosti nisu zasebne kolonije (prema aktualnoj 
definiciji kolonije) nego su jedna metakolonija s mnogo gnijezdećih grupa (klastera) na 
istom ili različitim otocima, godišnje pulsirajući s brojem aktivnih gnijezda na liticama i 
redovito se prebacujući s litice na liticu (pa i između različitih otoka) i natrag. Postojeća 
definicija kolonije kod bjeloglavog supa nije zadovoljavajuća i potrebna su dodatna istra-
živanja kako bi se utvrdili razlozi pulsiranja broja parova u pojedinim grupama gnijezda, 
posebno „okidača“ koji ih pokreće.


